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The revision course is a mixture of explanation of the key examinable areas  and application to case 
study scenarios. However the emphasis of the course is on application- developing good case study 
technique - rather than learning and churning theory. The answer to the case comes mostly from the 
case.  !
The course is divided into 5 core topics which collectively provide enough coverage to tackle the 50 
mark case and attempt two 25 mark cases. Each topic is covered in a mini lecture supported by the 
Study Miniatures. The Study Miniatures consist of 84 slides presented on 42 pages. They cover the 
entire syllabus is just enough detail to tackle a question effectively. This reduces the learning 
element to manageable proportions- providing you understand the ideas underlying the topic. 
Having explained the topic- and dealt with any confusions- we will tackle a case relating to that 
topic. The provision schedule (provisional because we await the March exam) is: 
 
SCHEDULE 

Thursday 27th April   
(evening)  Case study technique & strategy basics !
Friday  28th April    
(evening)   Business Strategy: strategic analysis 

Saturday 29th April  
     am    Business Strategy: choice & implementation 
     pm   Corporate Strategy !
Sunday 30th April      
    am     Project and Benefits Management 
    pm     Process Analysis and redesign !
Monday 1st May (Public holiday)     
    am     Marketing and e-marketing 
    pm     Past papers !!
When looking at cases a highly structured and mechanical approach is adopted to generate an 
answer framework. The emphasis is upon using the questions and the case information  to generate 
the answers, and upon developing an effective approach to time management.  !

Students rarely fail this paper because of lack of knowledge- typically it is because of poor 
case study technique.  

That is why I advise all students to enrol on the test based course  !!

You will get the most benefit 
from the course if you have 
done some basic revision in 
these areas and are prepared 
to ask questions on topics 
that worry or confuse you. 
Telepathy is not one of my 
gifts and I need to know 
what you don’t know in 
order  to help you.  

Direct email access to me is 
included in the course as is a 
p r e - c o u r s e c a s e s t u d y 
workshop. Please make use 
of them. 



STUDY MINIATURES 
The knowledges is contained in the Study Miniatures. The Miniatures denote key areas with a star 
system- one for likely, two for very likely and 3 for near certain.  Each slide provides you with the 
tools to apply to the information in the case. 

There are about 80 words on each slide - know and understand those 80 or so words and that is 
sufficient. Below is a (reduced size ) sample from one page of the Study Miniatures. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
REVISION KIT 
You will receive my kit on the first session. The ACCA are not going to send you the exam paper 
with answers in April exam so that you can prepare for the exam. 
Looking at cases and looking at answers without tackling them under 
time constraint is a waste of time and develops poor case study technique. 
The kit is revised after every exam. It contains  

a mix of my cases and past P3 cases- selected for the June exam  
a list of  past ACCA cases not included in the kit which are useful on 
specific topics 
an analysis of likely question areas for the June exam 
two pages of short definitions of key terms from the set books 
a list of must know frameworks !

Please get in touch with me directly if you require any more advice or 
information 

   elitetestmain@gmail.com 
  

PID 
- business case 
- identity of sponsor 
- scope and deliverables 
- time frame: start/finish 
- resources/constraints/policies 

Project Planning 
- detailed deliverables 
- milestones & sequences 
- work breakdown structure 
- detailed budgets 
- control processes 
- risk management systems 

Project Execution 
- controlling for slippage 
(time, cost, quality) 
- controlling creep and 
managing change 
- controlling for risk 
- reporting progress 

Project Evaluations 
project review = how the project was managed 
post implementation review = technical deliverables 
benefits realisation review = benefits delivered 

Project Handover 
- final testing & fixes 
- customer acceptance 
- maintenance/support 
- training systems 
- documentation 

Although all projects are unique they 
benefit from being tackled in a 
systematic way- the project 
management methodology. The 
preferred methodology is a benefits 
management approach. 
Projects are subject to change- the 
project that is planned is different 
from what is delivered.  However the 
change has to be agreed and 
controlled. Otherwise projects tend to 
grow uncontrollably- “project creep”. 
Well managed projects have a planned 
set of gateways (periodic reviews to 
make exit/continue/salvage decisions.)  
Gateways reduce the risk of investing 
in a failed project and focus the 
project manager’s mind on keeping 
the project on track.  

Slide  45

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Slide 46

BENEFITS MANAGEMENT: PLANNING

“the process of organising and managing such that the 
potential benefits arising from the use of IS/IT are 

actually realized.” (Ward & Daniel)

Response to 
the high 

failure rate of 
IT projects

Benefits: delivering something of value to a project stakeholder (but 
disbenefits are also likely and these has to be managed). 
Benefits Management has two elements: benefits planning and 
benefits realisation. Benefits planning relates to the PID and planning 
stages. Benefits Realisation relates to project execution, handover and 
post project evaluations. 

2. Benefit owner: “an individual or group who will gain advantage 
from a business benefit and who will work with the project team to 
ensure that the benefit is realized.” (Ward and Daniel). Useful in 
ensuring that beneficiaries are involved, that necessary changes are 
made and that individuals can be held accountable. Typically the 
benefits owners will be business managers in departments affected by 
the project (not the project manager).  
3. Benefit map or dependency network: a picture of how the technical 
changes relate to one another and to the business benefits and overall 
project deliverables (i.e what has to happen). It consists of a diagram 
showing how technical improvements and changes can be translated into 
business benefits.  It can be linked to benefits ownership. 

KEY ELEMENTS IN BENEFITS PLANNING 
1. Enhanced business case that goes beyond narrowly financial costs 
and benefits but does so without using Cost/Benefit Analysis. As slide 
42 explained, costs and benefits are classified into Financial, 
Quantitative, Measurable and Observable.  
Note: The more accurately benefits are defined the easier it is to 
measure them.  
Note: The SMART system - Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant 
and Time-bound is useful in setting objectives.  
Note: Need to benchmark existing levels of performance as a basis for 
making before/after comparisons. 

From project management to benefits management
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